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CANTINA DI DAVID 
 RE DESIGN (2014-15)

 > print|web|logo|editorial

Re-design of the coorporate identity  for 
Cantina di David . It includes application 
as menu cards, business cards,  out 
boards, website,  media campaign, etc .    

  visit website, click here 

http://www.lacantinadidavid.nl 


TOLHUISTUIN 
S T U D E N T S  M I S S I N G

A Y O T Z I N A PA  

 

THE MEXICAN 
CONNECTION 
FUNDRAISING
FERIAeee  

Saturday the 26th of 
September

The Mexican Connection 
Fundraising Feria 

15:00 - 23:00 
Doors open 14:30

Tolhuistuin | Tolhuisweg 
3,  garden entrance 

Tickets at door €10,- 
including Free Cocktail & 
Loteria Nacional Mexican 

Bingo ticket  >>>  Win 
original Mexican prices 

sponsored by Kitsch 
Kitchen and Tjin's Toko! 
Pre-sale through Ticket-

master

FOOD & POETRY 
PERFORMANCES

MUSIC
LECTURES 

 INCLUDING FREE COCKTAIL & LOTERIA NACIONAL MEXICAN BINGO TICKET  

 WIN ORIGINAL MEXICAN 
PRICES SPONSORED BY 
KITSCH KITCHEN AND 

TJIN'S TOKO! 

TICKETS €10
AT ENTRANCE

TOLHUISWEG 3 
GARDEN ENTRANCE 

THE MEXICAN CONNECTION’S FUND  
& AWARENESS RAISING FERIA

CLUB INTERBELLUM (2015) 

 > print |poster |  logo  

The feria aims to create awareness  
about the critical humans right situation 
living in México.  Also it collected funds  
for the Mexico conexion 1 and 2 project 
in De Balie.  I collaborated for both 
editions. 



ABSTRACT

Stimulated by questions raised by 
members of the Mexican 
Association and Friends of Mexico 
in the Netherlands, this Education 
Research Service Project studied 
the role that Mexican culture and 
Spanish language maintenance 
plays in the educational needs and 
advancement of Mexican 1.5 and 
2nd generation youth who have 
either arrived as children and have 
been schooled in the Netherlands, or 
were born in the Netherlands.  

OBJETIVES OF THE STUDY 

•  Identify the reasons why Mexicans and particularly Mexican 
women migrate to the Netherlands through love relationships  

•  Describe the significance and importance of their relationships 
to Dutch partners and the roles they have in the transmission of 
Mexican culture and the use of Spanish within the household 

•  Describe how such women retain, change, or adapt the lan-
guage and culture of the home while integrating to Dutch lan-
guage culture and heritage 

•  Highlight how such women transmit Mexican culture and heri-
tage and language to the 1.5 and second generation 

•  Determine how their children are responding to such language 
and cultural maintenance in the advancement of their educa-
tion and professional lives 

KEY  FINDINGS

Since this was a service project study, based on directly identifying 
needs of the Mexican community’s youth and the influence of 
language and culture from Mexican mothers, the research find-
ings reveal more of the Mexican community’s perspectives on 
these issues rather than that found within the academic literature.  

From the analysis of the questionnaire which describes 1.5 and 
2nd generation Mexican-Dutch youth experiences, several is-
sues related to integration and schooling stand out:

•  Based on research of the first generation of Mexicans in the 
Netherlands, conducted by Montero-Sieburth and Cabrera Perez 
(2013), which identified the Mexican community at that time 
having close to 4650, and by 2014 it had grown 12%
to 5254 persons.

•  Of the 5254 Mexicans in the Netherlands, 3535 are of the first 
generation and 1719 are of the second.  Such a population is 
57% females and 43% male, and close to 70% of females 
migrated for love relationships to Dutch or other foreign 
partners, whereas 30% males migrated for economic and for 
love relationships with Dutch females. Of these migrants, 1571 
have one parent who is a foreigner and 148 have both parents 
as foreigners. The pool of youth ages 13 to 17 attending school 
is 213 and those between 18 to 30 years of age are 252. 

•  Youth who are 1.5 generation (arriving before the age of 13) 
tend to retain their use of Spanish and Mexican cultural tradi-
tions to a greater degree than youth born in the Netherlands 
and carry over what Umut Erel (2010) identifies as their 
“cultural backpack.” 

•  While Spanish is favourably accepted by and large by Dutch teach-
ers and administrators in schools, given the society’s own stress in 
proficiently speaking up to 4 languages (Dutch, English, German 
and French), in few cases, Spanish was viewed as a deterrent to 
learning Dutch and Mexican youth were either placed in special 
classes to catch up with their peers or put back a year. 

•  Spanish is also viewed as an exotic language and is acknowl-
edged positively by teachers and administrators since it has an 
international status. Students travel not only with their families 
to Spain but school trips support such experiences.  

•  Spanish is not viewed as an obstacle by teachers and administra-
tors as long as Dutch language is acquired and students who 
use it are often called upon to exhibit its use. 

•  Youth lean to speak Spanish and maintain fluency and proficien-
cy through its use, they listen, comprehend, and generally can 
read Spanish, but writing is another matter.  In some cases, 
Mexican mothers use Spanish materials to teach their children to 
write, and in other cases, enrol them in Spanish classes when they 
visit Mexico. In general, the writing of Spanish is not widespread. 

•  Mexican culture however is often characterized outside of the 
Mexican-Dutch household in stereotypic ways in schools. Not 
having the availability of authentic Mexican restaurants and 
food except for those known to the Mexican community, or the 
traditional performance of dances and Mariachi music except 
within the Latin American festivals tends to perpetuate a limited 
view of the diversity of Mexican culture.

THE TRANSMISSION 
OF MEXICAN CULTURE 
AND SPANISH BY MEXICAN 
MOTHERS:

Impact on the Educational Advancement 
of 1.5 and 2nd generation 
Mexican-Dutch Youth 
in the Netherlands

 by MARTHA MONTERO-SIEBURTH
University of Amsterdam NM
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•  Most of the youth expressed a strong identification with Mexi-
can culture, with some having tattoos of Mexican icons on their 
bodies or the wearing of Mexican bracelets and artefacts as 
demonstration of culture. But for many, Mexican culture is new 
found knowledge, characterized by youth popular culture, glo-
balization, and mostly by foods –nachos, enchiladas, and tacos– 
and music which they download or by the stories and histories 
they hear at home.   

   •   Achievement of students towards their own desired 
professional goals is in some cases was thwarted by counsellors 
who considered that these youth did not have the background 
or knowledge to be tracked into such professional roles, e.g. 
being a neuro surgeon, and were tracked into lower level 
professions, e.g. technical worker. Thus the role of decision 
making of counsellors and teachers acting as gatekeepers 
appears to produce di¤erent student outcomes which are still 
satisfactory but are not what they expected. 

•  Discrimination of Spanish language and Mexican culture was 
not experienced by any of the youth however it is not clear what 
role ethnic background plays when some of the youth were not 
able to get a job even though they had the qualifications and 
they were left wondering whether it had to do with their “looks.”  

ADDITIONAL  FINDINGS

From the interviews with Mexican mothers, ages 29-62, about 
their role in Spanish language and Mexican cultural maintenance 
with 1.5 and 2nd generation youth, the following findings appear 
to be salient:

•  Mexican mothers play a significant role in the transmission of 
Spanish language and Mexican culture in their binational (Mexi-
can and Dutch) households since they determine early on, what 
languages will be used, with what frequency, and with whom.  

•  Over 60% of all Mexican women have college degrees, mostly 
from private universities in Mexico, and close to 20% continue to 
study while in the Netherlands, demonstrating they relatively 
well educated. 

•  There are close to 14% of the total Mexican population who are 
stay-at- home mothers, tend to their children/youth while their 
partners work.  Such women often attempt to carry on some type 
of activity if their degrees have not been recognized and they 
engage in creative work such as catering of Mexican food, sale of 
beauty items, blogging and creation of small home businesses. 

•  If in the partner relationship, the step-father or father has a posi-
tive outlook for the use of Spanish and the influence of Mexican 
culture, the Mexican mother negotiates several patterns of lan-
guage learning and is sure to include Spanish and Mexican cul-
ture. However, if the partner feels strongly about the introduc-
tion of Dutch as the primary language into the household, the 
mother often defers to such a pattern to help support the learn-
ing of her children and avoids using Spanish. However, this is 
less the case, as the majority of women in the sample, maintain a 
Spanish driven household with the children and to a lesser 
degree with the partner. 

•  The most common pattern is the mother’s use of Spanish with 
youth while English/ Spanish is used between the partners.  This 
practice appears to be maintained into the adulthood of the 
youth and in the cases where grandchildren are present, the 
mother, now grandmother introduces a few words, sentences in 
Spanish to maintain ties. The partner uses mostly Dutch with the 
youth, but code switches to English/Spanish when necessary. 
Dutch partners by and large acquire Spanish given their propen-
sity to speak several languages.  

•  The second pattern described requires Mexican mothers to 
learn Dutch isolated from other Spanish speakers during the 
process until proficiency is acquired. In such cases, the Mexi-
can mother then uses Dutch and Spanish in diminished degrees. 
Youth use Dutch with both parents and with peers. This often 
leads to gradual decrease of the use of Spanish which tends to 
be replenished with trips back to Mexico, which are frequent.  

• The third pattern is that of Mexican mothers who adamantly 
retain Spanish and Mexican traditions as part of their identity to 
be shared with their children. They usually resort to using 
celebrations and activities they carried out with their own 
families in Mexico and what they remember of these (since 
Mexican families do not frequently come to the Netherlands or 
long stays but on short visits). They expose their children daily 
to the use of Spanish, and explain Mexican traditions as based 
on their annual celebration as their children grow up. This is 
refuelled by long extended family visits (up to six weeks’ 
vacation) and trips to Mexico. In some cases, these mothers 
enrol their children in Spanish classes in Mexico to perfect their 
overall proficiency in the language.  

•  Most of the Mexican mothers maintain bicultural learning of 
Mexican and Dutch traditions, engaging their partners in some 
of the Mexican activities and celebrations, as well eating habits. 
For these Mexican women, Dutch traditions are accepted and 
respected without any questioning of these. e.g. Zwarte Piet, 
black faced Peter for the celebration with Sinterklaas. Dual or 
bicultural teaching of both Mexican and Dutch cultures are kept 
and this is particularly significant for the partner’s Dutch families 
who are physically closer to the grandchildren.  

•  Of Mexico’s traditional fiesta complex which is traditional with 
over 150 celebrations a year only a handful are observed in the 
Netherlands. The Mexican Embassy celebrates the Independence 
of Mexico and draws close to 1000 of the 5,000 Mexicans in the 
Netherlands during the 15th of September. The Mexican communi-
ty celebrates the Day of the Dead, Women’s International Day, and 
sundry festivals which are mostly supported by particular cultur-
al events having to do with music and the commercialization of 
culture though the sales of foods and Mexican products. 

•  Most of the Mexican mothers expressed satisfaction with the 
schooling of their children in Dutch schools.  Some were con-
cerned with the evaluation of their children’s achievement 
when linked to Spanish language use, but felt their children 
were well integrated and were achieving well in schools.  They 
did not question the decisions of counsellors and as long as 
their children completed high school or gained a career felt the 
schools had done well.  

•  In this respect, Mexican parents rely on the school system even 
though some questioned the values and respect that they felt 
lacking for teachers which they themselves had learned in 
Mexico.  Nevertheless, they did not concern themselves with 
the outcomes that their children had because the ability to use 
4 languages, be in Dutch schools, advance in a program or a 
job with a career were su�cient indicators of success. 

•  Concern over how Spanish may be lost was strongly expressed. 
Most of the Mexican mothers reflected that they want to keep 
it active in the lives of their grandchildren, but the moment 
their children leave home and there is less control of language 
maintenance of Spanish, it begins to dissipate and more in the 
cases, where their youth have Dutch partners themselves. In 
other cases, depending on the generational cohort (1.5 versus 
2nd) and the appeal to maintain Spanish, it is most likely main-
tained, even a lesser level. 

METHODOLOGY 

This study focused on a sample of 1.5 and second generation 
Mexican youth and a targeted sample of Mexican mothers 
in the Netherlands.

•  Data was collected on a sample of 30 young people ages 10 to 
30, from a total population of 467,  who studied from last year of 
primary schooling to secondary and higher education in the Neth-
erlands. Thus it is not a representative but an exploratory sample. 

•  The on-line questionnaire was accessed by such youth after 
consent was granted to those below the age of 18 by their 
mothers, and by those over 18 who accessed the consent form 
directly.  The questionnaire focused on whether Spanish lan-
guage and Mexican culture were viewed positively/negatively in 
terms of their schooling and integration and how it was benefi-
cial or not in the academic and professional advancement.

•  In-depth interviews of 30 Mexican mothers were conducted in 
situ and also through Skype to gather their perspectives on the 
use and maintenance of Spanish and Mexican culture. 

•  Masters’ studies at Dutch universities, reports, and anecdotal 
data and information derived from social networks dealing with 
Mexican issues (a total of 15 to date) were also accessed. 

CONCLUSIONS

Mexican mothers play a very significant and critical role in the 
maintenance of Spanish and Mexican culture, especially within 
bi-national households in the Netherlands. They are key in transmit-
ting and maintaining connections to Mexico and its traditions, but 
much of such refuelling depends on their engagement and travel to 
Mexico, visits with their families, and maintaining social networks. 
The willingness and encouragement of their Dutch partners al-
lows them to be the main transmitters of Spanish language and 
Mexican culture within the household and many of the Dutch 
partners learn Spanish as well in addition to the other languages 
they speak in order to support their families. 

For most of the Mexican mothers, who are basically college edu-
cated, except for a few, and share incomes that allow for family 
travel to Mexico each or every other year, the flow of informa-
tion, language and traditions are being kept alive. Investment in 
these extended trips allows for constant refuelling of the language 
and culture for their children.  

However, in their everyday partnership with Dutch men and living 
in bi-national households, they experience negotiated spaces of 
language use, at times using one language as a medium between 
adults, and another for their children, and at other times, mixing 
up to three languages in order to communicate.  Thus as much as 
Spanish may be used, and particularly with 1.5 generation youth, 
by the 2nd generation, except for those cases, where the mother 
conscientiously maintains Spanish, it begins to decrease. Having a 
home base where peers from school come and visit allows Dutch 
youth to experience the use of Spanish and to enjoy Mexican 
food. But once youth leave their homes, unless there is contact 
with the primary household and constant communication, Span-
ish and Mexican culture are relegated to special days and ac-
tivities when the family comes together.  

Maintenance of Spanish language will depend on the tenacity 
of Mexican mothers to keep their use alive and as grand-
mothers to hand them down to future generations. Spanish will 
continue to be spoken by youth and will be used as part of 
their social and cultural capital. Mexican culture will continue 
to be kept alive by bi-national families who attend traditional 
cultural events focusing on Mexican music and celebrations, 
where Mexican handicrafts and food sold by members of the 
Mexican community are often displayed. The second genera-
tion on the other hand, will be exposed to Mexican culture 
more and more through global media and social networks and 
less through attendance of cultural events.  

CONTACT INFORMATION

Dr. Martha Montero-Sieburth, 
M.Montero@uva.nl 

http://www.uva.nl/over-de-uva/organisatie/medewerkers/
content/m/o/m.montero/m.montero-sieburth.html
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D O W N L O A D  O F  
POSTER & REFERENCES  

http//:drive.google.com/file/d/0B8wM8KqvKtjDN1o5d21EbGlxaHROUlA1VWtnU3FueXlzNzhR/view?usp=sharing

THE TRANSMISSION OF  
MEXICAN CULTURE...

UNIVERSITAIT VAN AMSTERDAM|FACULTY 
OF SOCIAL & BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES 
|DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY AND 
ANTHROPOLOGY (2015)

 > print |  poster |  editorial 
illustration 

Academic posters for Dr. Martha 
Montero-Silburth. The transmission 
of mexican culture is part of a main 
research about mexican immigration 
in Netherlands.  Two different posters 
were presented during the American 
Educational Research Association 
Meeting in Chicago, Illinois.



THE ELEPHANT MAN 

DRAMAQUEEN.COM (2012)

 > poster | illustration 

Poster designed for Dramaqueen graphics 
based in the story of The elephant man and 
the song of Blonde Red head .    



and
PERFORMANCE AT THE YOURNAME CULTURAL CENTER 333 MAIN STREET, 

YOURTOWN, USA 

THE NAME OF YOUR THEATER
Reservation 
000/0000 or at www.yourweb.com

8:00PM OCTOBER 7,9 & 25, 263:00 PM  NOVEMBER 5
 information at (000) 

THE HORROR ROCKY MOVIE SHOW 

DRAMAQUEEN.COM (2012)

 > poster | illustration 

Project commissioned  by Dramaqueen 
graphics. (Bal, USA) for use in theathers.  
Poster based in the storie of Richard O’Brien 
and the movie of Jim Sharman. 



HABITAT 

ED.MONTERREY FOUNDS.(2007)

 > print |  editorial  design

Art book and catalog by Margén Rojo 

Art director: Mauricio Rivera. 
Graphic coedition and layout:  
Victor Espinosa, Rebeca Durán and 
Vinicius Marquet.



CUÉNTANOS UN SECRETO

PROJECT (2011-2013...)  

 > social  design |  print |  app 
|  website  |  logo 

Cuentame un secreto (Tell me a 
secret project. ) is secret-sharing 
project between comunities in 
Mexico city.  The secrets were 
depicted graphically by people in 
a visual comunication workshop. 
The app as the print version 
holds some of those secrets. 

Thanks to all collaborators  
during the project . 

[visit website ]

http://www.cuentanosunsecreto.com


ANACRON: PRODUCTO DE UNA HIPÓTESIS TODO

INTERACTIVE TEXT (2009-11)

 > C R ITICAL DESIGN |  U EX & I D |  GAME DESIGN 
I LLUSTRATION |  AN IMATION | 

Anacron explores the text in the digital enviroment. It aims to 
explore another experience for reading and writing.  Project 
selected for the Electronic literature collection Vol.3 
(2014)  by The electronic literature organization.  

Text: Gabriel Wolfson. 

 online version 

http://banditomag.com/anacron/index.html


TALARIUM

PROTOTYPE, HKU (2013)

 > visual design |  interface | 
motion capture 

Ballet dance battle vide game for the 
opening days at Kumulus School of 
dance in Maastricht.  The moves of the 
the dancer were record  with a real 
dancer.  The visuals were created looking 
for different aproach to ballet, outside 
the clasical clishe. The icons are based on 
concepts like nature, flow and enegry.

Game managment : Magali van Geel 
Front development : Pietro Parisí 
Game Art : Ilse Gort  & Alexander Ho  
Visual design :  Vinicius Marquet

[watch video, here]

https://vimeo.com/90692315


 THE CITY IS A TEXT  
(PROTOTYPE)2014-CURRENT

 The city is a text is an verbocovisual  
poem. The main idea is to explore the 
dimensions of language, based on 
the concreate poetry manifesto and 
electronic literature’s theories. 

The Ctext is a journey in the city, where 
each symbol is an instance (node )   to 
explore.  The jorney is a figure .  The 
poem is the experience.   
 
The project has not finished  yet .  
This still being a prototype version.  
Bellow, you can find a video skecth and 
the a prototype. 

Developer : Pietro Paresi

UEx and visual design: Vinicius Marquet

 watch the video online 

 watch prototype 

https://vimeo.com/103113278
https://youtu.be/PwKc3Y_9D5U
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WORK EXPERIENCE

2006-17 Freelance designer.  
 Editorial design, Print, UX and Visual design.  
 
2013 Designer Internship. Bohemia Amsterdam.  
 Amsterdam, The Netherlands.  
 

2004-06 Designer Fellowship. Project: «Catálogo de  
 escultura Novohispana» Aesthetic Research  
 Institute (iie) National Autonomous University of  
 Mexico (unam) Mexico city . 

2003-2004 Designer Internship. Fondo Cultura Ecónomica.   
 Mexico city 

TEACHING EXPERIENCE

2010-13,16 Teacher, Digital publishing «Editorial Design  
 seminar.» Académia de San Carlos, National  
 Autonomous University of Mexico. Mexico city 

2016 Workshop leader, Tell me a secret workshop  
 in «Matter of bits». Rutgers University.  
 Candem, New Jersey. (usa)

2012-13 Workshop leader, Cuéntame un secreto   
 workshop. Federal Women Prison.  
 Santha Martha Acatítla. Mexico city.   

2012-13 Teacher assitant, Editorial Design Labs,  
 Facultad de Artes y Diseno (fad), National  
 Autonomous University of Mexico (unam).   
 Mexico city

2011-13 Workshop leader. «Design» at Fabrica de Artes  
 y Oficio Oriente (faro). Secretaría de Cultura.

LANGUAGES  SKILLS

Spanish (maternal tongue). 
English (fluent). French (basic).

Drawing,  Typography, 
Photography, Communicative, 

Self directed.

Self-studing : HTML, CSS, JAVA,  
Processing,  Phyton

Programs:Indesign, Illustrator, 
Photoshop, Acrobat 

Professional. Unity (Basic). 
Hands, mind & heart.(Qualify)

Interests: language, relation 
between text-image. Editorial 

design, Crossmedia projects.  
Social and participatory 

design. 

REFERENCES 

Prof. Max Bruinsma  
Course leader  

Editorial Design HKU  
maxb@maxbruinsma.nl

Prof. Mauricio Rivera 
Head in Editorial design Facultad 

de Arte y Diseño, UNAM  
peqcom@unam.mx

V I N I C I U S  M A R Q U E T 
mexico city  ( 1982) 
 
cremerstraat 24, 
3532 BE, utrecht, NL  
nl + (31) 06-3964-5470 
viniciusmarquet@me.com

WWW.VINICIUSMARQUET.COM 
THANK YOU :)

2011-12 Workshop leader, Cuéntame un secreto   
 workshop.  «International book fair for childs  
 &  young (filij).» Mexico city

OTHER 

2015  Anacrón selected in «Electronic Literature  
 Collection, Volume 3 (elc3)» Published by   
 electronic literature organization . (ELO)

2013-15 Founder and co-coodinator in Hoy mañana se ha  
 ido:Exploraciones multimediasobre el txt_  
 electrónico (Today, tomorrow has gone:   
 Multimedia explorations about the text). 

2014 Grant by Banco de México-fiderh  
 Student scholarship / loan. 

EDUCATION

2013-14 MA Creative design for digital cultures. Game and  
 Interaction design.  The Open University |   
 Hogeschool voor de Kunsten Utrecht

2001-05 BA in Design & Visual comunication.  
 National  Autonoumous University of Mexico.

v i n i c i u s m a r q u e t . c o m
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EXHIBITIONS 

13.04 – 10.05.2016  de encryptor, «101 MEDIA POETRY» collective exhibition  
  university of st. petersburgo. st petesburgo. russia.  

16.01 – 21-04 2016  anacrón, « MATTER OF BITS » colective exhibition    
  rutgers university. new jersey , usa 

5-7.08.2015  anacrón,  «elc3 preview exhibition». collective exhibition  
  ELO 2015. university of bergen. bergen, norway.    

13.05–31.06. 2014  the city is a text,  «exposure'15». collective exhibition   
  hogeschool voor de kunsten utrecht. hilverusm,   
  the netherlands.

26.09.2014  anacron  projection «bring your own beamer 2014 in   
  tivoli vredenburg. utrecht, the netherlands. 

19–21.06.2014   anacrón, «ELO 2014, MEDIA ARTS SHOW»,  
  e-lit 1st encounters. university of wisconsin. 
  milwaukee, wisconsin, usa.

31.07. 2013  cuéntanos un secreto.  EXHIBITION. la trampa gráfica .  
  mexico city 

06. 2011  la mole. participative painting . tianguis el salado. 
  faro de oriente mexico city

06. 2009   bandito proyecciones.  editorial wall projections. 
  container city.  cholula, puebla

07. 2009  palopatear. paticipative sculpture  
  street [  http://www.parkart.tk/ ] mexico city 

03. 2009   bandito proyecciones. editorial wall projections.   
  universidad de gudalajara, callejón escorza. guadalajara

02. 2009  la mole «collect art» collective exhibition. museo del   
  juguete, mexico city  

12.2007–01.2008   no title. wall draw. border cultural center.mexico city 

10. 2007   pa mis muertos. instalation. BORDER CULTURAL CENTER and  
  mexico city  gouvernament. mexico city

OCT. 2007  posters and afiches «nuevas travesias del diseño (new  
  draws for design).»colective exhibition. SAN CARLOS   

  ACADEMY,  UNAM. mexico city

OCT. 2006 posters and afiches  «nuevas travesias  del diseño» colective   
 exhibition luis  nichizawa galery enap,unam. mexico city

AGO. 2006  issue no.3. collective drawing installation  
 hotel señorial: instalation. mexico city

JUL. 2006 la mole. participative painting and action. festival del    
 fuego, culturas afro-caribeñas (fire fest, afro-caribian cultures).  
 santiago de cuba

FEB.2006  issue no. 2. drawing instalation.  anónimo galery: collective   
 exhibition. puebla mexico

OCT.2005 posters and afiches «nostalgia por el futuro (nostalgia for the  
 future)»colective exhibition. enap. independet galery. mexico city 

SEPT. 2005 issue no. 1. drawing instalation. collective  
 galery one enap, unam. mexico city

NOV.2003  ofrenda cch, mega ofrenda . unam, cu.  mexico city . 

EVENTS

29.10.2015  que viva el presente: ofrenda voor ulises carrión in the mexican  
 embassy in the netherlands,  the hague, the netherlands 

20-22.05 2015 mañana, hoy se ha ido: movimiento, signo y narración.  
 centro cultural españa en méxico . co-organizing javier moro  
 and censar cortes mexico city 

4,11,25.04. 2014  mañana hoy se ha ido- interfaz centro cultural españa en   
 méxico . co-organizing with javier moro and censar cortes   
 mexico city 

17.06-17.07. 2014 mañana hoy se ha ido- coding creacion literaria centro   
 cultural españa en méxico . co-organizing with javier moro and  
 censar cortes mexico city 

10.2013 mañana hoy se ha ido in «exponencial 15»  
 faro de oriente, mexico city
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MENTIONS: 

the posthumous reception of ulises carrión by maike aden.  «dear reader don't 
read ulises carrion» pp 65 catalogue exhibition museo reina sofía, madrid españa. 

 applicando secretos  «domingo magazine» pp54 num 83.  el universal ed. 4.05.2013 
mexico city 

celebración del  día de muertos en la embajada de méxico «mexican embassy 
bulletin». online version : https://embamex.sre.gob.mx/paisesbajos/images/
documentos/boletinnov15.pdf 11.2015 . the hague, the netherlands. 

RESEARCH:

el ultimo bastión análogo: edición electrónica del glosario de términos del 
retablo novohispano (spanish)   pdf online [ http://132.248.9.195/ptd2008/
octubre/0634473/0634473_a1.pdf ] unam  mexico city 2008

the city is  a text ( english)  pdf online [ https://www.dropbox.com/
s/5oixlroyyra70bt/the_ctxt%20_secured.pdf?dl=0 ] hku utrecht , the 
netherlands   2014 . 




